Adventure Seeds
from the GURPS Hardpoint (www.gurps.hardpoints.de)

Law & Order
When Terror Fails
Terrorists threaten a public building,
claiming to have placed a bomb that will
go off in 3 hours. A frantic search
reveals a horrible fact - some civilians
report that there was an unattended
suitcase but it is no longer there.
Surveillance cameras show that it was
taken by a well-known thief. Now, the
PCs have to race against time to recover
the suitcase before the deadline is
reached.

The Matrix
These adventure seeds are based on the
idea that there is a virtual reality of
sorts.

Gold Farming
In a world that focuses on playing online
games of all kinds, your online
behaviour sometimes reflects back on
your offline life. When disgruntled game
addicts start paying hired killers to
murder those who block their quest to
supremacy by professionally looting all
treasure in certain game worlds, the
owner of a gold farming sweatshop hires
the PCs to protect him and his workers
by finding out who is paying the killers.
Extensive research both within the
virtual worlds and real life is required to
stop this game gone bad. (Note: If you
like to improvise a bit, let each player
pick a single game world genre for the
adventure.)

One of the PCs deals in rare artefacts
from all over the world, most of which
are harmless but some of which are
connected to the Elder Gods. The
collector and his employees experience
a series of adventures, each connected to
a new aquisition.

The Great Explorer
Returning from an expedition to the
Andes, the PCs unwittingly bring back
an ancient horror. At the beginning of
the adventure, strange problems will
trouble the other members of the
expedition and only after a while will
they realized that they are the cause of
trouble, leading to a great showdown
using an artefact which they had from
the very beginning.

The Evil Twins
The campaign begins with the PCs
being arrested for a crime which they
did not commit and their escape with the
help of an enigmatic stranger. This
rather open adventure allows the PCs to
travel around the world hunting for their
evil twins who have the intention to
assassinate key leaders around the
world.

Horror
The Collector
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